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 Abstract : The amount of information on Deep Web is growing rapidly, as most of the organizations put their 

content online behind the search forms. The information behind the search forms is often  of very high quality 

and can be extremely valuable to many users. Therefore there has been increased interest in retrieval of deep 

web data. The conventional crawlers retrieve only publicly indexable web ignoring the large amount of high 

quality information deep behind search forms hence there is a need to build a deep web crawler that can crawl 

to deep web. But the main challenge for a deep web crawler is to model a query interface and to generate 

meaningful queries for the search interfaces. In this paper authors have integrated the search interfaces on the 

basis of the semantic relationships to generate the Generalized Search Interface. 

 

I. Introduction 
The Internet is a worldwide, publicly accessible series of interconnected computer networks. Many 

people use the terms Internet and World Wide Web interchangeably, but in fact the two terms are not 

synonymous. The Internet and the Web are two separate but related things. The Internet is a collection of 

interconnected computer networks, linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless connections, etc. In 

contrast the World Wide Web (or the "Web") is a system of interlinked, hypertext documents accessed via the 

Internet. The World Wide Web is one of the services accessible via the Internet, along with various others 

including e-mail, file sharing, online gaming etc. With a Web browser, a user views Web pages that may contain 

text, images, and other multimedia and navigates between them using hyperlinks. The web browser is a software 

application that enables a user to display and interact with text, images, and other information typically located 

on a Web page at a website on the World Wide Web or a local area network. Text and images on a Web page 

can contain hyperlinks to other Web pages at the same or different website. Web browsers allow a user to 

quickly and easily access information provided on many Web pages at many websites by traversing these links. 

Searching is one of the most used actions on the Internet. Search engines as an instrument of searching, are very 

popular and frequently used sites. A program that searches documents for specified keywords and returns a list 

of the documents where the keywords were found. Search engine usually refers to a Web search engine, which 

searches for information on the public Web. Typically, a search engine works by sending out a crawler to fetch 

as many documents as possible. Another program, called an indexer, then reads these documents and creates an 

index based on the words contained in each document. Each search engine uses a proprietary algorithm to create 

its indices such that, ideally, only meaningful results are returned for each query.  

A large amount of information on the web today is available only through search interfaces; in this 

scenario the user have to type a set of keywords in a search form in order to access the pages from different web 

sites. So the traditional search engines retrieve content only from the publicly indexable web, i.e., the set of Web 

pages extracted purely by following hypertext links, ignoring search forms and pages that require authorization 

or prior registration. This portion of web is called deep web. The deep Web is qualitatively different from the 

surface Web. Deep Web sources store their content in searchable databases that only produce results 

dynamically in response to a direct request. But a direct query is a "one at a time" laborious way to search. 

Traditional search engines cannot "see" or retrieve content in the deep Web those pages do not exist until they 

are created dynamically as the result of a specific search. Because traditional search engine crawlers cannot 

probe beneath the surface, the deep Web has heretofore been deep. The term “deep web” was originally used to 

describe pages and sites that search engines failed to index, either because of the way in which the pages were 

designed or because the information was password protected or held in a database. This missing information is 

sometimes referred to as the invisible web, the deep web or the dark web. Known in research circles as the 

invisible, deep, or deep Web, this immersed content is an estimated 500 times larger than the surface Web, 

which is estimated at over four billion pages. 

However, according to recent studies, the content provided by many Deep Web sites is often of very 

high quality and can be extremely valuable to many users. A large amount of web contents residing on deep web 

are generated dynamically from databases and other data sources deep from the user. These web contents are 

generated only when queries are asked via a search interface, rendering interface integration a critical problem in 
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many application domains. In this paper, a novel approach for interface integration is implemented. It uses 

semantic relationships to integrate the search interfaces in a particular domain of interest and the tools used in 

implementation are Asp.Net, C#, javascript, Sql server. 

 

II. Classification Of Text Databases 
Most important thing is to define that how appropriate classification schemes for deep web databases 

can be achieved. And then present alternative methods for text database categorization. Some commonly used 

classification schemes are; - 

 

Hierarchical Classification Scheme 

It is a rooted directed tree whose nodes correspond to (topic) categories and whose edges denote 

specialization. An edge from category 1 to another category 2 indicates that 2 is a subcategory of 1. Alternative 

Classification Strategies We now turns to the central issue of how to automatically assign databases to categories 

in a classification scheme, assuming complete knowledge of the contents of these databases. Of course, in 

practice one will not have such complete knowledge, so we it have to use the probing techniques to approximate 

the “ideal” classification definitions. 

 

 
Fig. 1- Deep Web Classification Scheme 

 

To assign a searchable Web database to a category or set of categories in a classification scheme, one 

possibility is to manually inspect the contents of the database and make a decision based on the results of this 

inspection. Incidentally, this is the way in which commercial Web directories such as Invisible Web. 

 

Deep Web Database Model 

There exists a variety of Deep Web sources that provide information on a multitude of topics. 

Depending on the type of information, we may categorize a Deep-Web site either as a textual database or a 

structured database. A textual database is a site that mainly contains plain-text documents. Since plain-text 

documents do not usually have well-defined structure, most textual databases provide a simple search interface 

where users type a list of keywords in a single search box (Fig. 2). In contrast, a structured database often 

contains multi-attribute relational data (e.g., a book on the Amazon Web site may have the fields 

title=„Computer Organization and Architecture ‟, author=„M.M.Mano‟ and ISBN=„0899421015‟) and supports 

multi-attribute search interfaces (Fig. 3.3). 

 

 
Fig. 2: A multi-attribute search interface 

 

III. Extraction of Information from Deep Web 
Crawlers are programs that automatically traverse the Web graph, retrieving pages and building a local 

repository of the portion of the Web that they visit. Depending on the application at hand, the pages in the 

repository are either used to build search indexes, or are subjected to various forms of analysis (e.g., text 

mining). Traditionally, crawlers have only targeted a portion of the Web called the publicly indexable Web 

(PIW). This refers to the set of pages reachable purely by following hypertext links, ignoring search forms and 
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pages that require authorization or prior registration. Large portions of the Web are „deep‟ behind search forms, 

in searchable structured and unstructured databases (called the deep Web or deep Web). Pages in the deep Web 

are dynamically generated in response to queries submitted via the search forms. The deep Web continues to 

grow, as organizations with large amounts of high-quality information (e.g., the Census Bureau, Patents and 

Trademarks Office, news media companies) are placing their content online, providing Web-accessible search 

facilities over existing databases. The problem of building a deep Web crawler is being discussed here; one that 

can crawl and extract content from these deep databases. Such a crawler will enable indexing, analysis, and 

mining of deep Web content, akin to what is currently being achieved with the PIW. In addition, the content 

extracted by such crawlers can be used to categorize and classify the deep databases. 

 

A generic deep web crawling algorithm 

Given that the only “entry” to the pages in a Deep-Web site is its search form, a Deep-Web crawler 

should follow the three steps. That is, the crawler has to generate a query, issue it to the Website, download the 

result index page, and follow the links to download the actual pages. In most cases, a crawler has limited time 

and network resources, so the crawler repeats these steps until it uses up its resources. 

(1) While (the resources are available) do 

// select a term to send to the site 

(2) qi = SelectTerm () 

// send query and acquire result index page 

(3) R (qi) = QueryWebSite (qi) 

// download the pages of interest 

(4) Download(R (qi)) 

(5) Done 

 

The generic algorithm for a Deep-Web crawler is shown above. For simplicity, it is assumed that the 

Deep-Web crawler issues single-term queries only. The crawler first decides which query term it is going to use 

(Step (2)), issues the query, and retrieves the result index page (Step (3)). Finally, based on the links found on 

the result index page, it downloads the Deep Web pages from the site (Step (4)). This same process is repeated 

until all the available resources are used up (Step (1)). Given this algorithm, it can be seen that the most critical 

decision that a crawler has to make is what query to issue next. If the crawler can issue successful queries that 

will return many matching pages, the crawler can finish its crawling early on using minimum resources. In 

contrast, if the crawler issues completely irrelevant queries that do not return any matching pages, it may waste 

all of its resources simply issuing queries without ever retrieving actual pages. Therefore, how the crawler selects 

the next query can greatly affect its effectiveness. 

 

Problem formalization 

The problem of query selection can be formalized as follows: it is assumed that the crawler downloads 

pages from a Web site that has a set of pages S. Each Web page is represented in S as a point. Every potential 

query qi that may be issued can be viewed as a subset of S, containing all the points (pages) that are returned 

when we issue qi to the site. Each subset is associated with a weight that represents the cost of issuing the query. 

Under this formalization, the goal is to find which subsets (queries) cover the maximum number of points (Web 

pages) with the minimum total weight (cost). This problem is equivalent to the set covering problem in graph 

theory. There are two main difficulties that should be addressed in this formalization. First, in a practical 

situation, the crawler does not know which Web pages will be returned by which queries, so the subsets of S are 

not known in advance. 

 

 
Fig 3: A set-formalization of the optimal query selection problem 
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Without knowing these subsets the crawler cannot decide which queries to pick to maximize the 

coverage. Second, the set-covering problem is known to be NP-Hard, so an efficient algorithm to solve this 

problem optimally in polynomial time has yet to be found. In this paper, a near optimal solution at a reasonable 

computational cost can be found with an approximation algorithm. The algorithm leverages the observation that 

although it is not known which pages will be returned by each query qi that is issued, it can be predicted how 

many pages will be returned. Based on this information the query selection algorithm can then select the “best” 

queries that cover the content of the Web site 

 

Deep Web Crawling 

Conventional crawlers rely on the hyperlinks on the Web to discover pages, so current search engines 

cannot index the Deep-Web pages. We believe that an effective Deep-Web crawler can have a tremendous 

impact on how users search information on the Web. The only “entry” to Deep Web pages is through querying a 

search form, there are two core challenges to implementing an effective Deep Web crawler: 

1. The crawler has to be able to understand and model a query interface, and 

2. The crawler has to come up with meaningful queries to issue to the query interface. 

This paper presents a solution to the first challenge, i.e. how a crawler can understand the model of 

different query interfaces in a particular domain and then integrate them to produce a unified query interface. 

Clearly, when the search forms list all possible values for a query (e.g., through a drop-down list), the solution is 

straightforward. The aim is to crawl the selective portion of the deep Web, extracting contents based on the 

requirements of a particular application or task. 

 

 
Fig 4: User form interaction 

 

The fundamental difference between the actions of a deep Web crawler, such as HiWE, and that of a 

traditional crawler is with respect to pages containing search forms. Fig. 4 illustrates the sequence of steps that 

take place, when a user uses a search form to submit queries on a deep database. The user first get the form to be 

filled then the user fill-out the form and submit it to the web query front end which directly communicates with 

the deep database. After submission the form response page come and the user can see the resultant page. But 

our main aim is to fill these form by the software program on which research is going on and in order to achieve 

our goal we first need to unify the search interfaces. A form element can be any one of the standard input objects 

such as selection lists, text boxes or radio buttons. Each form element is associated with a finite or infinite 

domain and a text label that semantically describes the element (Fig. 5). The values used to fill out forms are 

maintained in a special table called the LVS (Label Value Set) table (Fig. 5). Each entry in the LVS table 

consists of a label and an associated fuzzy/graded set of values. (e.g., Label = ``State'' and value set = 

{(``Haryana'', 0.8), (``Punjab'', 0.7)}). The weight associated with a value represents the crawler's estimate of 

how effective it would be, to assign that value to a form element with the corresponding label. 
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Fig 5: HiWE Architecture 

 

Internal Form Representation  

On receiving a form page, a crawler first builds an internal representation of the search form. 

Abstractly, the internal representation of a form F includes the following pieces of information: 

F = ({E1; E2 ; : : : ; En};S;M),  

where {E1; E2 ; : : : ; En} is a set of n form elements, S is the submission information associated with the form 

(e.g., submission URL, internal identifiers for each form element, etc.), and M is meta-information about the 

form (e.g., URL of the form page, web-site hosting the form, set of pages pointing to this form page, other text 

on the page besides the form, etc.). A form element can be any one of the standard input elements: selection lists, 

text boxes, text areas, checkboxes, or radio buttons. 

 

Task-specific Database 

In HiWE, task-specific information is organized in terms of a finite set of concepts or categories. Each 

concept has one or more labels and an associated set of values. For example, the label „Company Name‟ could 

be associated with the set of values {„wipro‟,‟TCS‟,‟infosys‟…….}. The concepts are organized in a table called 

the Label Value Set (LVS) table. Each entry (or row) in the LVS table is of the form (L, V), L is label and V = 

{v1, v2,……,vn} is a fuzzy/graded set of values. Fuzzy set V has an associated membership function Mv that 

assigns weights/grades, in the range [0, 1], to each member of the set. 

 

Matching Function 

For a form element with a finite domain, the set of possible values that can be assigned to the element is 

fixed, and can be exhaustively enumerated. For example, a domain Dom (E1) has only three elements, the 

crawler can first retrieve all relevant articles, then all relevant press releases, and finally all relevant reports. For 

infinite domain elements, HiWE textually matches the labels of these elements with labels in the LVS table. For 

example, if a textbox element has the label “Enter state” which best matches an LVS entry with the label “State”, 

the values associated with that LVS entry (e.g., “Haryana” or “Punjab”) can be used to fill out the textbox. 

 

1.Label Matching 

There are two steps in matching form labels with LVS labels. First, all labels are normalized; this 

includes, among other things, conversion to a common case and standard IR-style stemming and stop-word 

removal. Next, an approximate string matching algorithm is used to compute minimum edit distances, taking into 

account not just typing errors but also word reordering (e.g., we require that two labels „Company Type‟ and 

„Type of Company‟, which become “company type” and “type company” after normalization, be identified as 

being very similar, separated by a very small edit distance). HiWE employs a string matching algorithm that 

meets these requirements. 
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1.Ranking value assignments 

HiWE employs an aggregation function to compute a rank for each value assignment, using the weights 

of the individual values in the assignment. In addition, HiWE accepts, as a configurable parameter, a minimum 

acceptable value assignment rank, Amin. The aim is to improve submission efficiency by only using relatively 

„high-quality‟ value assignments. Hence, to generate submissions, HiWE uses only value assignments whose 

rank is at least Amin. Fuzzy conjunction, average, and probabilistic functions are experimented for the ranking 

value assignment. 

 

Submission Efficiency 

Let Nt be the total number of forms that the crawler submits, during the course of its crawling activity. 

Let Ns denote the number of submissions which result in a response page containing one or more search results. 

Then, we define the strict submission efficiency (Sse) metric as: 

Sse=Ns/Nt 

This metric is „strict‟, because it penalizes the crawler even for submissions which are intrinsically 

„correct‟ but which did not yield any search results because the content in the database did not match the query 

parameters. Thus the submission efficiency estimate how much useful work a crawler accomplishes, in a given 

period of time. In particular, if two identically configured crawlers are allowed to crawl for the same amount of 

time, the crawler with the higher rating is expected to retrieve more „useful‟ content than the other. 

 

IV. Integration of Search Interfaces in Deep Web Databases 
The integration of search interface schemas is typically accomplished in following two steps: 

(1)Schema Matching identifies semantic correspondences among interface attributes;  

(2)Schema integrating constructs a unified schema given the discovered mappings of the attributes. 

Such a unified schema should encompass all unique attributes over the given set of interfaces, and should be 

structurally and semantically well formed.  

 

Query Interface Representation 

A query interface specifies a conceptualization of a domain in terms of attributes and the relation 

between different attributes. They are typically organized into a taxonomy tree where each node presents an 

attribute and each attribute is a specialization of its parent. The structure of interface can be captured using a 

hierarchical schema. Namely, it is an ordered tree of elements so that leaves correspond to the fields in the 

interface, internal nodes correspond to groups or super-groups of the fields and the order among the siblings 

within the tree resembles the order of fields in the query interface. Moreover, the schemas for query interfaces 

can also be represented by using parenthesis notation. For example the schema in Fig. 6 and 7 can also be 

represented by (A (Author (First Name, Middle Name, Last Name), Title, Subject, ISBN, Publisher)) and (B 

(Author Name (First Name, Last Name), Name of Book, Topic, ISBN)) respectively. The unified query interface 

obtained from large number of query interfaces must satisfy following two types of constraints:  

Structural Constraints: A unified search interface is said to satisfy the structural constraint only if it preserves 

the ancestor-descendent relationship between the attributes in each of source interfaces.   

Grouping Constraints: It has been observed that certain groups of attributes appear together with high frequency 

in a set of interfaces over a domain of discourse. Thus, in the integrated interface these groups should appear 

together in order to satisfy the grouping constraints. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Hierarchical representation of query interface A 
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Fig. 7: Hierarchical representation of query interface B 

 

Integrating Algorithm  

The inputs of the integrating algorithm consist of: 

1.A set of query interfaces in a particular domain, 

2.Mappings that show the semantic mappings between the fields of different query interfaces. 

The framework to obtain the semantic mappings from a given set of search interfaces has been 

proposed in. The implemented integration algorithm, in this paper, uses the semantic correspondences. As 

discussed, the Similarity Value Matrices (SVMs) contain the Estimated Similarity Values (ESVs) obtained after 

matching process. The mappings having estimated similarity value below threshold value would be ignored. For 

example, if an attribute author of first interface is matched with attributes first name, ISBN and subject of the 

second interface, the matcher returns estimated similarity values for each of three mappings i.e. for author and 

First Name, author and ISBN and for author and subject. The estimated similarity values of these three mappings 

are compared with a threshold value. The mappings having estimated similarity values greater than threshold 

value are treated as important mappings and are stored in Mapping Knowledge Base for future reference. Thus 

semantic mappings in the Mapping Knowledge Base between all the fields over the schema can be organized in 

form of clusters. Within a given domain, a cluster consists of all the fields of different schema that are 

semantically equivalent. For example, in Figure 6 and 7, author, Author Name are semantically equal and they 

are in same cluster, called Author. Similarly, Title and Name of Book are semantically same and they are also in 

the same cluster, called Title. Each cluster has been represented by a pair (Cluster Id, Cluster Name), where 

Cluster Id represents a unique Id for each cluster and Cluster Name represents the name of cluster having a 

particular Cluster Id. A pair of form (Schema Name, Field Name), where Schema Name represents the name of 

schema containing the field and Field Name uniquely identifies a particular field in a schema tree denotes the 

elements of a cluster. There may be schemas that do not have fields in all clusters. In that case, the cluster can 

have an entry (Schema Name, Null), where Null shows that the schema does not have any field in the cluster. In 

the integrating process, the potential mappings between the internal elements (nodes) are identified based on the 

mappings of their sub-elements which can be either leaf elements (nodes) or internal elements. The integrating of 

a set of schemas is carried out pairwise i.e. by integrating the first two schemas, S1 and S2. The resulted 

integrated schema, denoted by S12 is then further integrated with the third schema S3, and so on. 

Several functions are defined on the elements of trees as well as on the set of integrate operations to be 

applied by the algorithm for the integrating of schema. The implemented algorithm uses the following functions 

defined on elements of trees: 

 relation (e, f): For attributes e and f, relation function returns 1 or 0. if there exists semantic relationship 

between e and f, the function returns 1, otherwise 0; 

 combinesubtrees (e, f, ef): This function combines two subtrees e and f to give subtree ef ; 

 assignname(ef) : This function assigns the most general name to the combined subtree. For example, if e = 

author and f = author name, then the function assignname assigns author name to the root of subtree ef as 

author name is more general than author; 

 removedupnodes(ef): This function removes the duplicate nodes or the nodes from the subtree ef; 

 insert(ef, Sij):  insert(ef, Sij) function inserts the subtree ef in the integrated schema tree Sij. 

 

An algorithm for the process of integrating two schemas, Si and Sj uses the semantic mappings. If both 

schema trees are empty then empty schema is returned as the output, otherwise if one tree is empty then another 

tree is returned as the output schema. The main body of the algorithm is executed when both schema trees are 

not empty. This part is executed by finding the depths of both the trees. Both schema tree are integrated level by 

level. Intially, for each level of Si , another tree Sj is scanned to check the semantic mappings. If there exists 
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semantic mapping between a node e in tree Si and a node in tree Sj, then subtrees of nodes e and f are integrated. 

After integrating the subtrees, the integrated subtree is renamed and then duplicate elements are removed from 

the integrated subtree. The integrated subtree is then inserted in the integrated schema tree Sij. 

 

Algorithm integrate(Si , Sj) 

begin 

if Si and Sj are empty trees then 

return empty tree; 

   if Si is empty tree then 

return Sij = Sj; 

  if Sj is empty tree then 

return Sij = Si; 

leveli = depth(Si);  

levelj = depth(Sj); 

for i = 0 to leveli do 

begin 

for j = 0 to levelj do 

begin 

integratebylevel(i, j); 

return Sij; 

end; 

  end; 

end;                                                                                     contd.  

contd. 

Algorithm integratebylevel(i, j) 

begin 

for each node e at level i in Si do 

begin 

for each node f at level j in Sj do 

begin 

if relation(e, f) then 

begin 

combinesubtrees(e, f, ef); 

assignname(ef); 

removedupnodes(ef); 

insert(ef, Sij); 

end; 

end; 

end; 

end; 

 

Algorithm integratebylevel(i, j) 

begin 

for each node e at level i in Si do 

begin 

for each node f at level j in Sj do 

begin 

if relation(e, f) then 

begin 

combinesubtrees(e, f, ef); 

assignname(ef); 

removedupnodes(ef); 

insert(ef, Sij); 

end; 

end; 

end; 

end; 
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The inputs of the integration algorithm consist of set of query interfaces and mapping definition 

between them that are obtained with high accuracy. A tree structure is used to represent each schema. For a 

particular set of search interfaces, the algorithm displays an integrated query interface in Fig.8. A problem 

specific to integrating query interfaces is that the unified interface may have too many fields to be user-friendly. 

To remedy these problem fields that are less important (e.g. they can be detected by frequencies of occurrences 

in the various schemas) can be trimmed from the integrated interface 

 

 
Fig. 8: The integrated query interface for the book domain 

 

V. Implementation & Analysis 
In implementation a set of query interfaces in a particular domain and mappings that show the semantic 

mappings between the fields of different query interfaces has been used as an input .Some interfaces are shown 

in the Figs.(9, 10, 11, 12) those have been taken as an input for the book domain. 

 

   
Fig. 9: Interface 1     Fig. 10: Interface 2 

 

    
Fig. 11: Interface 3     Fig. 12: Interface 4 
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Fig. 13 shows a table which has the matching results of the attributes of the interfaces.These results are 

taken above a particular threshold which is 0.65 and the integrated interface by using these results is shown in 

Fig. 14. 

 

 
Fig. 13: Mapping results of attributes above threshold 0.65 

 

 
Fig. 14: Integrated interface 

 

The performance of field matching and integrating interfaces has been measured via three metrics: 

precision, recall, and F-measure. Precision is the percentage of correct mappings over all mappings identified by 

the system, while Recall is the percentage of correct mappings identified by the system over all mappings as 

given by domain experts. Suppose the number of correctly identified mappings is C, the number of wrongly 

identified mappings is W and the number of unidentified correct mappings is M, then the precision of the 

approach is given by the expression given below 

    P = C/ (C + W)     (1) 

 

and the recall, R, of the approach is  

    R = C/ (C + M)     (2) 

 

 

F-measure incorporates both precision and recall. F-measure is given by 

    F = 2PR/ (P + R)                 (3) 

 

where: precision P and recall R are equally weighted. 

 For every domain average precision, average recall and average F-measure were computed by the 

expressions given below: 

Average Precision = ? Pi /N       (4) 

 

 

Average recall = ? Ri / N        (5) 

 

Average F-measure = ? (F-measure)i /N      (6) 

 

Where N is total no. of interfaces matched and i range from 1 to N. 
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To implement the proposed work we have applied the proposed work on following four domains 

• Book 

• Airline 

• Automobile 

• Electronics 

 

On calculating precision, recall and f-measure for the four domains (Book, Airline, Auto, Electronics) 

the result is been found can be seen in the following figures- 
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Fig. 15: Mapping results of book domain at threshold=0.60 

 

The above curve shows the mapping results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for book domain. 
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Fig. 16: Merging results of book domain at threshold=0.60 

 

The above curve shows the merging results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for book domain. 
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Fig. 17: Mapping results of airline domain at threshold=0.60 

 

The above curve shows the mapping results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for airline domain. 
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Fig. 18: Merging results of airline domain at threshold=0.60 

 

The above curve shows the merging results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for airline domain. 
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Fig. 19: Mapping results of auto domain at threshold=0.60 
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The above curve shows the mapping results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for automobile domain. 
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Fig. 20: Merging results of auto domain at threshold=0.60 

 

The above curve shows the merging results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for automobile domain. 
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Fig. 21: Mapping results of electronics domain at threshold=0.60 

 

The above curve shows the mapping results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for electronics domain 
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Fig. 22: Merging results of electronics domain at threshold=0.60 
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The above curve shows the merging results i.e. Precision, Recall and F-measure curves at threshold 

value 0.6 for electronics domain. The Threshold value0.6 was used here to compute Average Precision, Average 

Recall and Average F-measure for every domain and the results are tabulated in the Fig. 23, Fig. 25 and graphed 

in Fig. 24, Fig. 26. 

 

Average mapping results- 

 
Fig. 23: Average mapping results at threshold=0.60 
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Fig. 24: Average mapping results at threshold=0.60 
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Fig. 25: Average merging results at threshold =0.60 
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Fig. 26: Average merging results at threshold=0.60 
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VI. Conclusion 
As a large amount of web contents residing on deep web are generated dynamically from databases and 

other data sources deep from the user. These web contents are generated only when queries are asked via a 

search interface, rendering interface integration a critical problem in many application domains, such as: 

semantic web, data warehouses, e-commerce etc. Many different integration solutions have been proposed so far. 

In this paper, a novel approach for interface integration has been implemented. It uses semantic mappings to 

integrate the search interfaces in a particular domain of interest. The contribution in this paper is an 

implementation of an automatic approach to the problem of integrating large-scale collections of query interfaces 

of the same domain. The implemented method transforms a set of interfaces in the same domain of interest into a 

global interface such that all ancestor-descendant relationships (structural constraints) are preserved and the 

grouping constraints are satisfied as much as possible. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first piece of work which makes such a guarantee for interface 

integrating. Experiments are performed in four domains to demonstrate that the integrated interface produced by 

the implementation of proposed algorithm in each of these domains is natural. The results obtained for various 

domains are highly accurate as the accuracy obtained for a threshold value of about 0.60 is about 85% and the 

accuracy reaches the value about 90% for the threshold value of 0.65.To the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first piece of work which makes such a guarantee for interface integrating. Implementation has been performed 

on four domains and the results are found highly accurate. 
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